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Student moans over department ratings

To the Editor:

I was really upset to read in The Tech that our beloved physics department was ranked fifth in the country. I was especially dismayed at the news that we rated behind Harvard — good thing they didn’t announce this at an I.S.C. movie.

Oh well, that’s sport I guess — not everyone can win. This study is really a good idea because now we will all try harder. I like to schools. How about the equiv- rated behind Harvard - good traditional manner of the draft disheartened at the news that we tricky question) - maybe in the ics department was ranked fifth use these N.A.S. ratings to help
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And, well, the reward for being a top school might be to land the big equipment grants in competition with other top schools. How about the equivalent of a Heisman Trophy? After all Texas A&M offered to match Jackie Sherrill’s contract if She-

don Glashow decides to play out

his option at Harvard. By the way, I’ll bet University of Texas, Austin is miffed after giving Step-
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Doug Beck G

JFK deserved Presidency

(Continued from page 5)

Castro that they were coming, and told them that he President John F. Kennedy was going to provide them with air support.

Well, when Castro heard that good old J.F.K. had wrapped up many of his political enemies in a nice neat bundle he probably got enraged over 12 years old that could pull a trigger and lay in wait for those heroes. I lambast- Kennedy for his weaknessness in an article in the Raleigh News and Observer, so suddenly I got ordered to go to England (with-

out my family for four months) I was on the USAF at this time, and those idiots that the

send to Washington don’t like anyone bad mouthing their wick-

dedness.

Of all the low people that the voters have sent to Washington in the past 30 years I guess that J.F.K. was the only one who got what he deserved. So now you all go out and vote Democratic next month. After all, when people are severely maimed in some war (that never needs to be fought) they some times perform better. Besides that we motorists

and those in wheel chairs.
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If you'd like subscription information on this little paper, drop us a line.

A WOMAN can read The Tech in just five minutes. That’s all it takes to keep up with Cambridge and MIT.

Occasionally, you’ll see a piece on The Tech. Like when we started using our advanced electronic newsroom system. Or the time Gordon Haff (our former head bufoon) got moated. But normally we don’t make the paper much.

You see, we’ve been reporting the news here at The Tech since 1881. And according to the editor, there’s no news in that anymore.

JFK deserved Presidency